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Since 2001, the US Department of Education (USDOE) has taken steps to provide every child with high quality educators. This effort began with No Child Left Behind, Title I, U.S.C. Sec. 1111 (No Child Left Behind, 2001) (NCLB), which required states to “ensure that poor and minority children are not taught at higher rates than other children by inexperienced, unqualified, or out-of-field teachers.” In 2006, the USDOE established criteria to assist states in meeting this requirement. In order to ensure that all students achieve high standards for academic performance, the 2006 criteria expanded emphasis on staffing all classrooms with not just highly qualified teachers, but with highly qualified and highly effective teachers (Spellings, 2006).

In July 2014, the USDOE reinvested its commitment to ensuring equitable distribution of high quality educators and informed Chief State School Officers of a requirement to submit new State Educator Equity Plans that emphasize the analysis of stakeholders input and data about the root causes of observed inequities in the placement of high quality educators (Duncan, 2014). This was one of several possible moves to ensure the equitable distribution of high quality educators so that students from low income households and racial/ethnic/linguistic minority students are not taught by disproportionally high rates of unqualified teachers (McNeil, 2014). A great deal of research exists on teacher distribution (e.g., Guarino, Santibañez, & Daley, 2006), but much focuses either on distribution mechanisms or on a particular definition of teacher quality. As state education agencies (SEAs) and local education agencies (LEAs) put effort into equitably distributing high quality educators, definitions of teacher quality must remain at the forefront of national education discourse.

**KEY TERMS**

**Achievement-centric models**—Ways of thinking about the outcomes of schooling and teacher quality that privilege student achievement and marginalize other possible education outcomes.

**Critical pedagogy**—An orientation toward pedagogy that begins with the belief that education is inherently political; considers social, cultural, cognitive, economic, and political contexts of schooling; and challenges students and educators to enact social change and to advance democracy and equality (Kincheloe, 2004; Shor, 1993).

**Equity**—“Educational equity occurs when a school system has created policies, curricula, and a social culture that is representative of all students, such that all students have both encouragement and access to engage in high quality learning experiences” (Great Lakes Equity Center, 2012).

**Value-added models (VAM)**—Complex statistical formulas that attempt to determine educator or school quality by isolating an individual teacher’s or a school’s contributions to student learning, as measured by standardized achievement tests. VAMs are a product of achievement-centric models of schooling and teacher quality.
As state education agencies (SEAs) and local education agencies (LEAs) put effort into equitably distributing high quality educators, definitions of teacher quality must remain at the forefront of national education discourse.

Policies and evaluation models vary in emphasis of these three dimensions.

It is often assumed an educator teaching courses in which she is certified and with greater teaching experience is a higher quality teacher because she has expertise in the subject area and an extensive set of instructional strategies. Over time, researchers have questioned whether years of experience and credentials (e.g., a master’s degree) are sufficient indicators of educator quality, arguing student achievement is what matters and a weak link between students’ achievement and educators’ years of experience or education level (Hanushek & Rivkin, 2006).

Drawing from the field of economics, educator quality is measured in value-added models that attempt to link inputs influencing student achievement (e.g., student demographics, school characteristics) to outputs representing student achievement (e.g., test scores) in a linear arrangement (see Figure 1, adapted from Kennedy, 2007.) With these models, it is assumed that an educator’s contribution can be isolated from all other factors influencing student achievement.

Figure 1. Linear and achievement-centric model of educator quality. Adapted from Kennedy, 2007.
achievement, and the educator’s measured contribution represents her quality. Increasingly, value-added models based on student achievement are being used to sort educators into levels of quality (Amrein-Beardsley, 2008). Though student achievement is not the only indicator of quality, test scores are certainly an important part of how quality is defined, particularly in some interpretations of the USDOE July 2014 guidance letter (see, for example, McNeil, 2014).

The Case for Moving Beyond Achievement-Centric Models of Teacher Quality

The achievement-centric model of educator quality comes from a belief that students’ well-being is best realized when it positions them to thrive in a world characterized by private property rights, free markets, and free trade (Harvey, 2005). From this standpoint, students must be supported to develop the knowledge to be self-sufficient, entrepreneurial, and not dependent upon government. The primary purpose of schooling then becomes to facilitate students’ preparation for postsecondary career and education and developing a skilled workforce (Spring, 1998, 2011). Yet, such a stance has profound implications for the activity of schooling and the definition of educator quality.

Effects on schooling and on educators.

An achievement-centric model requires standardization of pedagogy, curriculum, and testing so that families can be informed consumers of educational services (Tefera et al., 2014). This stance assumes that families value “college and career readiness” as signaled by student test scores more than other possible educational outcomes. Additionally, using achievement testing to determine school and educator quality creates incentives to narrow curriculum only to items that will be on tests, to use instructional time to practice test-taking skills, and in extreme cases, cheat (Hanushek & Rivkin, 2010).

Effects on students and equity.

The achievement-centric model also has profound implications for students and equity. Reducing schooling to standardized activities requires adopting a “one size fits all” approach. Such a model feeds into deficit thinking in which students who do not respond to the standardized approach are labeled at-risk or dis/abled in some way (McDermott & Varenne, 1999; Tefera et al., 2014).

When applying a standardized approach, the students who respond best are those who share cultural similarities with those who developed and perpetuate the standardized system (Weist-Serdan, 2009). A standardized system is, then, inequitable. It creates unequal outcomes under the guise of creating a fair playing field (Lopez, 2003; Nolan, 2014).
In what follows, we expand upon existing dimensions of teacher quality to propose a framework that foregrounds equity within educators’ personal qualities, practice, and student outcomes (Kennedy, 2007) and with additional emphasis on cultural/community outcomes of schooling and educator reflexivity. We describe the components of this framework, as well as their interrelation.

**Personal Qualities**
An educator’s personal qualities comprise her or his values and skills and knowledge. Great educators value all of their students and are committed to working with them, particularly in historically underserved communities (Sleeter, 2008). These educators value students’ existing social, cultural, and historical knowledge (Weiston-Serdan, 2009) and view students’ cultural and linguistic resources as assets for academic learning (Sleeter, 2008). Finally, so called “high quality” educators hold deep hope for their students and communities (Duncan-Andrade, 2009), and a love of knowledge and for the world (Assiter, 2013).

Great educators’ skills and knowledge include equity-informed pedagogical and content knowledge (Sleeter, 2008), awareness of students’ heritage practices, (Ladson-Billings, 1995; Paris, 2012) as well as understanding of situational contexts in which teaching and learning occur (Kennedy, 2010). Moreover, high quality educators also have knowledge of equity and oppression (in both content knowledge and practice), of the relationship between language, culture and learning, of privilege, and of how schools contribute to inequity (Sleeter, 2008; Zeichner, 1996). Finally, quality educators have knowledge of themselves and how their own identities (race, gender, sexual orientation, dis/ability status, etc.) position themselves and others in schools (Thorius & Scribner, 2013).

**Practice**
Equity-minded educators leverage their personal qualities to enact critical pedagogies, which center the assets, needs, and value of all students. Waitoller and Thorius (under review) recently posed the expansion of Culturally Sustaining Pedagogies (Paris, 2012, Paris & Alim, 2014) through cross-pollination with Universal Design for Learning (UDL) (Rose, Meyer, & Hitchcock, 2005) as a way educators can bolster existing efforts toward inclusive education. UDL is a curriculum design framework which relies on educators’ providing all learners with:

1) Multiple means of **representation**, to give learners various ways of acquiring information and knowledge;

2) Multiple means of **expression**, to offer learners alternatives for demonstrating what they know; and

3) Multiple means of **engagement**, to tap into learners’ interests, challenge them appropriately, and motivate them to learn (Rose et al., 2005, pp. 3–4; citing Rose & Meyer, 2002).
But equity-minded educators simultaneously acknowledge and value the fact that classrooms are culturally and linguistically, as well as ability diverse. UDL does not explicitly address curriculum goals toward transforming and addressing cultural oppressions on the basis of race, class, gender, and dis/ability - the same oppressions experienced by many of the “poor and minority children” referenced in NCLB requirements. Toward such goals, recent conceptualizations of CSP (Paris, 2012; Paris & Alim, 2014) whose author(s) express appreciation for and extend an existing set of “asset pedagogies,” (e.g., Funds of Knowledge González, Moll, & Amanti, 2005; Culturally Responsive Pedagogy Ladson-Billings, 1995) provides valuable guidance.

With a CSP approach, educators actively work to promote learning; maintain students’ cultural, linguistic and historical heritage; and provide students with tools to understand and critique inequity and the social power structures that create inequity (Ladson-Billings, 1995; Paris, 2012). In practice, equity-minded educators identify vehicles for delivering critical pedagogies that resonate with students; they turn their classrooms into spaces for naming and critiquing local and global conditions for social, political, and economic exploitation; they create opportunities to apply students’ learning in ways that directly impact and improve students’ lives; and they make students’ reflection on their own learning and growth a pedagogical priority (Duncan-Andrade & Morrell, 2008). And, when further bolstered by tenets of UDL, CSP ensures all learners are able to access learning content, and demonstrate their learning in varied ways.

Drawing from these pedagogies, high-quality educators work not only to reduce ability barriers to knowledge and expression but also to reduce cultural and linguistic barriers. They demonstrate a deep love of their students (Assiter, 2013) and their students’ lived experiences (Weiston-Serdan, 2009) by decentering themselves and learning about their students’ heritage and community practices.

---

**Student Outcomes**

High quality educators are mindful of an array of desirable student outcomes, all tied to the values and beliefs underlying the pedagogies described above. Equity-minded educators will realize growth in student academic achievement, but they will also impact students’ personal and social growth, and, through and alongside students, a positive impact on the communities in which they teach. Educators do not have to choose between critical, social justice outcomes and academic achievement outcomes; this false binary is rooted in the belief that teaching in culturally sustaining ways cannot possibly lead to academic achievement due to the deficits in some students’ cultures.
(Duncan-Andrade & Morrell, 2008). Indeed, empirical evidence suggests that pedagogies like CSP can lead to desirable academic outcomes (Brayboy & Castagno, 2009; Sleeter, 2012).

In terms of personal growth, high-quality educators facilitate students learning about themselves, their heritage, and the various identities they live throughout the day (Dahlin, 2012; Paris & Alim, 2014). Individuals develop a sense of identity by interacting with others (Habermas, 1992). The same is true for learners interacting with peers and teachers throughout the school day. However, a good education experience should allow students the freedom and agency to identify and express those identities (through language, gender, sexual orientation, race/ethnicity, religion, dis/ability, etc.) in ways that they choose. In general, personal growth means the student has the desire, means, and opportunity to be become who s/he wants to be (Biesta, 2010) and loving her/himself in the process (Assiter, 2013; Dahlin, 2012).

Social growth reflects the fact that the United States is becoming increasingly diverse and pluralistic (Nussbaum, 1997; Paris, 2012), which has several implications. First, some amount of socialization is necessary in order to live alongside others and participate in democratic society (Biesta, 2010). But simply being in the social world is insufficient. Students should be able to recognize how power and oppression shape their lives and should be equipped to name, resist, and counteract the injustice and inequity we all experience on a daily basis (Ladson-Billings, 1995; Paris, 2012). Furthermore, students must learn to love their own and others’ cultures (Dahlin, 2012) and imagine what it may be like to live as others live so they can be responsible and ethical citizens in a shared world (Arendt, 2003; Nussbaum, 1997). Finally, these pedagogies result in students’ ability to access and question the standard curricular canon while preserving students’ own heritage practices. This outcome grants access to a wider audience in a diverse society, which is in itself a path to power for historically underserved students (Paris & Alim, 2014).

**Integration and Reflexivity**

The teacher quality model ascendant in current policy context is implicitly linear. It assumes an educator’s personal qualities shape her performance, and that her performance leads to student outcomes. We instead suggest these domains are not linear, but that they are mutually informing and mediating. Accordingly, we extend Kennedy’s (2007) model (see Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Mutually mediated definition of a high quality educator. This model emphasizes equity and educator reflexivity.](image-url)
Our extensions to Kennedy’s original work highlight the mutual influence the three domains have on each other. Student outcomes should feed back into change of practices, but outcomes are also determined in part by an educator’s own personal resources. This is because outcomes are socially constructed and, in part, value-based judgments. Additionally, a great educator should be learning and growing from interactions with students and their communities, so performance and outcomes shape the educator’s skills and knowledge as well as her values.

Our definition of a high quality educator is one who is reflexive. These educators are mindful of themselves, their identities, and the ways in which their performances shape student outcomes. Reflexivity is a crucial part of professional growth and learning and allows educators to consider how their pasts influence how they experience the present (Moore, 2007). It can also help dismantle internalized stereotypes as educators examine their own identities and explore differences they have with their students (Asher, 2007; Lorde, 1984; Milner, 2006).

**Conclusion**

Policymakers’ attention to how high quality educators are distributed is understandable and should be lauded. However, particularly given concerns for underserved students out of teacher-quality legislation emerged, we offer considerations for an equity-focused framework that defines a high quality educator as one who:

1) Views students’ existing cultural resources as assets;

2) Applies these assets within critical pedagogies toward empowering students in their lives and communities; and in doing so...

3) Fosters students’ academic, social, and personal growth.

Equity-minded educators are reflexive and open to ways in which their professional practice and interactions with students may (will) change their own values, skills, and knowledge. They are also be aware of how their own identities affect their understandings.
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